Reminder: Bats EDGX Options Exchange to Introduce Complex Order Book Functionality

**Overview**
As previously announced, Bats EDGX Options Exchange will introduce Complex Order Book functionality on October 23, 2017. Support for the Complex Order Book is now available in the EDGX Options Certification environment, and further launch schedule details can be found on the Complex Order Book site.

Accompanying the release of the Complex Order Book for EDGX is a new, more flexible and extensible method for specifying Mass Cancel and Purge Order operations. While the legacy method will continue to be supported, it will eventually be deprecated with prior notice.

**Certification Requirement**
Members will be required to certify before being allowed to submit Complex Orders in the EDGX Options production environment. To certify, a Member must successfully complete a certification of the New Order Multi-leg section within the Options Certification Script with Trade Desk staff. Once this is complete, your firm will be marked as Certified in the EDGX Options Exchange system and will be allowed to submit Complex Orders. Contact the CBOE Bats Trade Desk to schedule your Certification.

**Testing Opportunities**
Testing of the new Complex Order Book and Mass Cancel functionality is currently available in the EDGX Options Certification environment. In addition, weekend production test opportunities are scheduled for September 16, 2017 and October 21, 2017. Members must satisfy the certification requirement in order to participate in the weekend production test opportunities.

**More Information**
For more information refer to the following technical specifications:

**Market Data**
- US Options Complex Auction Multicast PITCH
- US Options Complex Multicast TOP
- US Options Complex Multicast PITCH

**Order Entry**
- US Options BOE Specification
Please contact the CBOE Bats Trade Desk or your Sales Account Manager with any questions.
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